Date: 23 August 2022

RE: CANCELLATION OF RFP 215 / 2022: THE APPOINTMENT OF VARIOUS PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PROVIDER (PSP) THE CONSTRUCTION OF SOLAR POWERED BOREHOLES INCLUSIVE OF A WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM IN THE EASTERN CAPE (EC) PROVINCE ALLOCATED PER DISTRICT

RE: CANCELLATION OF RFP 216 / 2022: THE APPOINTMENT OF VARIOUS PROFESSIONAL SERVICE PROVIDER (PSP) THE CONSTRUCTION OF SOLAR POWERED BOREHOLES INCLUSIVE OF A WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM IN KWAZULU NATAL (KZN) PROVINCE ALLOCATED PER DISTRICT

Dear Bidder,

Thank you for expressing interest in the above-mentioned tender. Unfortunately, the DBSA has taken a decision to cancel the abovementioned tender due to a revision in the evaluation criteria which constitutes a material change of the tender.

Kindly note that the DBSA will be re-advertising this tender, thus you are requested to check the DBSA website for the re-advertised tender. The DBSA apologises for any inconvenience caused. Queries may be directed to Tebogo Saudi on tebogoscm scm@ dbsa.org

Please note the following:
- Revised objective criteria and
- “the scope remains as is, and nothing has changed”

The Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA) appreciates your interest in this tender. We encourage you to continuously participate in future Tender invites that the Bank advertises on an ongoing basis.

Yours sincerely

Mpumi Tjikane
Head: Supply Chain Management Lending

Date: 23/08/2022